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Abstract 

 

It was once assumed that the task of the exegete was a matter of establishing what the biblical 

text meant using the tools of historical criticism, while it was then the responsibility of the 

theologian to articulate what the text means. Latino/a biblical interpretation sets aside this 

arbitrary academic division of labor in an effort to focus on what flesh and blood readers bring to 

their encounter with the Scriptures. Exegetes, once trained to be acutely conscious of their own 

Sitz im Leben so as to assiduously avoid the sin of eisegesis, now recognize the complex 

interweavings of texts and contexts both past and present, so that meaning is no longer assumed 

to abide in the text itself. Latino/a biblical interpretation embraces a turn to culture that includes 

tradition as a dynamic process, so that the Scriptures heard and read are understood to be a living 

word. 
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